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Abstract—As intrusion detection techniques based on
malicious traffic signature are unable to detect unknown
attacks, the methods derived from characterizing the
behavior of the normal traffic are appropriate in case of
detecting unseen intrusions. Based on such a technique,
one class Support Vector Machine (SVM) is employed in
this research to learn http regular traffic characteristics
for anomaly detection. First, suitable features are
extracted from the normal and abnormal http traffic; then
the system is trained by the normal traffic samples. To
detect anomaly, the actual traffic (including normal and
abnormal packets) is compared to the deduced normal
traffic. An anomaly alert is generated if any deviation
from the regular traffic model is inferred. Examining the
performance of the proposed algorithm using ISCX data
set has delivered high accuracy of 89.25% and low false
positive of 8.60% in detecting attacks on port 80. In this
research, online step speed has reached to 77 times faster
than CPU using GPU for feature extraction and OpenMp
for parallel processing of packets.
Index Terms—Anomaly detection, one class support
vector machine, false positive, GPU, OpenMp.

I. INTRODUCTION
Network intrusion detection systems are divided into
signature and anomaly based detections. Signature based
intrusion detection systems present higher accuracy in
detecting known attacks. However, these methods are not
able to detect unknown intrusions, so anomaly detection
based on characterizing the normal traffic behaviour is
utilised in such cases. The intrusion detection system is
trained by the normal network behaviour and then any
Copyright © 2015 MECS

deviation from the normal behaviour is considered as an
abnormality. However, achieving high percentage of
anomaly detection is a challenging issue in this method.
To attain satisfactory performance, it is very important
to select suitable features in learning the normal
behaviour of the network traffic. Generally, the network
anomaly detection techniques extract features from the
packets’ headers or exploit statistical specifications.
Extracting the features from the header of the packets is
deficient in detecting payload attacks. On the other hand,
statistical techniques are very slow since they should
model the payloads of packets. As payload anomaly
detection has not received enough attention, extracting
suitable features from the payloads of packets is still an
open research topic.
This research shows that extracting features from both
payloads and headers of the packets can lead to superior
detection rate with higher speed compared to the
statistical techniques.
Most of the existing anomaly detection techniques use
DARPA99 data set to evaluate their results, but this data
set has several drawbacks such as inappropriate selection
of time to live (TTL) values for the packets [1]. Therefore,
in this paper ISCX data set [2] is used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. This data set
provides attacks on payloads of packets without the
drawbacks of DARPA99 data set.
It is very important for anomaly detection techniques
to have high detection speed, because they should detect
and alarm anomalies as they work online in an intrusion
detection system. These techniques are very complex and
need a huge amount of calculations, so their lack of speed
is common. The detection speed has been increased in
this paper by using GPU and OpenMp library to do
parallel calculations. Extracting features from the
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payloads of packets needs complex calculations, so GPU
is used to speed up this procedure by employing multiple
threads and doing parallel calculations. The detection
phase of SVM algorithm is performed by OpenMp library,
employing all CPU cores in parallel.
In the rest of this paper, Section two presents the
related works. Section three describes the proposed
method and its implementation. Section four shows that
how detection time is decreased by using GPU and
OpenMp. Section five is devoted to the results
comparison with other methods. The performance
evaluation results are reported in Section six. The
proposed method is analysed in Section seven and the
conclusions and suggestions for further improvements are
presented in Section eight.

II. RELATED WORKS
There are several methods for payload anomaly
detection which are offered to achieve high detection rate
and low false positive results. Some of these are
statistical and some others are based on feature extraction
methods.
Payl method [3] models normal behaviour extracted
from the payloads of the network packets. Byte frequency
distribution and standard deviation of the normal packets
entering a port is calculated during the learning phase. In
the detection phase, Mahalanobis distance is calculated to
determine the similarities between the actual data and the
predetermined profile. If this distance is greater than a
proper threshold value, anomaly detection system will
warn. This method has been tested on DARPA99 data set
and data set of Columbia University network. The results
showed a nearly 100% detection rate with 0.1% false
positive for the port 80's traffic. But as mentioned before
DARPA99 data set is not a proper choice to evaluate the
performance of an intrusion detection system.
In Anagram method [4], the correlation of a sequence
of bytes in packets’ payloads is calculated by modelling a
sliding window of size n (a set of n consecutive bytes
where n is greater than one) and therefore, skilful attacks
could be detected. This method is designed to detect
abnormal and suspicious packets. Anagram method uses
bloom filter and binary based detection model. It doesn't
calculate the frequency distribution of normal payload
flows. During the learning phase, it generates its model
by storing all separate windows of size n in a bloom filter
without calculating the number of occurrences of these
windows. After completing the learning phase, each
packet will be scored by the windows of size n that have
not been seen in the learning phase, as shown in (1).

Scre 

N new

(1)

T
N is the number of new windows of size n that have
not been previously seen and T is the total number of
windows in the packet. In this method, windows are
sliding windows with arbitrary length which are created
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on streams of bytes of every form of network traffic.
This method was tested on three selected web servers
of Columbia University. The results showed detection
rate of 100% for every type of worms and viruses seen on
local area networks' traffic. Since this method is tested on
specific and non-standard data set, the results are not
applicable to any desired data set.
In Poseidon method [5], Payl architecture is changed to
get better results. Poseidon is a method based on payload
and with two layer architecture. First step is a SelfOrganizing Map (SOM) and the second step is a variation
of Payl system. Test results of this method on DARPA99
showed higher detection rate compared to Payl method.
This method takes a packet as an input and classifies it
regardless of the features such as packet length, port
number and so on. The classification can be done by a
neural network method, such as SOM. Fig. 1 shows the
differences between Payl and Poseidon methods.

Fig.1. Differences between Payl and Poseidon method [5]

Acting as a kind of pre-processing, Payl is changed to
Poseidon to use the advantages of unsupervised
classification provided by SOM. Therefore, the results of
Poseidon are better than Payl but using of DARPA99 data
set is still a problem for evaluating the performance of
this method.
Multiple classifier system for accurate Payload based
Anomaly Detection (McPAD) [6] is another payload
based system. Fig. 2 shows McPAD architecture.

Fig.2. McPAD architecture [6]

As shown in Fig. 2, dimension reduction algorithm is
run on the extracted features to achieve a combined
model for normal traffic. Learning phase of this method
is offline, so its complexity should be checked in the
detection phase.
Results showed that neither Payl nor McPAD methods
are able to detect unknown attacks with low error
percentage.
Spectrogram, a machine learning method based on
statistical anomaly detection sensor, is proposed in [7] to
protect against the web layer attacks such as SQL, XSS
and so on. Spectrogram collects packets continuously to
reassemble their payload and recognize web layer
allowed input. Spectrogram checks http requests and
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models content and structure of the input strings and
automatically learns the possible representation of the
allowed inputs from the test data. Anomaly detection
sensor checks the probability of the input string's
permissibility.
In Spectrogram model a Markov chain is defined to
model each normal input string based on probability of
the characters of the string. Every chain is constituted
from a number of states appointing for string characters.
A transition between two states is the probability of a
character existence in the condition of another character's
presence in the string. Several Markov chains with
different weights are considered to model each string and
finally a linear combination of Markov chains is
employed to determine the final probability. Then the
string is compared with this model and any deviation is
considered as an abnormal behaviour. Evaluation results
showed that detection accuracy of this model especially
for SQL injection and XSS attacks is 95%, but the speed
of the method is very low due to the packet payload
modelling.
Another statistical method is Geometrical Structure
Anomaly Detection (GSAD) [8]. In this method, first
network traffic packets are filtered based on some header
features showing the occurrence frequency of one of the
256 ASCII characters in payloads of the packets. A
model of http normal traffic is made by Mahalanobis
distance map calculation and the weight metric is used to
recognize the intrusion behaviour. This method has at
most 0.15% false positive result. If the weight metric is
greater than a predetermined threshold value, an alert will
be generated. This method is very dependent on packet's
destination address and its detection percentage will even
be drastically reduced if this feature is deleted from the
features list utilized to filter the packets
A cross domain collaborative method is recently
proposed and tested on specific data set in [9]. In this
method, the strings in normal traffic is divided to
windows of size n, and then the hash functions of these
windows are calculated and saved in a bloom filter. In
fact, the normal traffic model is a bloom filter including
the windows of size n of the monitored traffic. Payload
based models are extracted by comparing the bloom filter
as an array of bits. If at least 80% of windows of size n
are matched with bloom filter, then the tested string will
be considered matched to the bloom filter, otherwise an
attack is alarmed. This system is able to detect the
average of less than four new attacks with 0.03% false
positive each day. Learning phase of this method is
obtained from the 8 weeks data of three different servers
in Columbia University. The disadvantage of this
research is that the results are obtained from a specific
data set.
Beside the methods previously explained, there are
some other methods that use packet header features to
detect anomaly. There are 41 header features in KDD99
data set. Birch method [10] uses these features and the
first 37 features of KDD99 features set are extracted.
Then a feature vector tree is dynamically made in the
learning phase as the new samples of data enter the
Copyright © 2015 MECS

network. When the tree is made, a cumulative
hierarchical clustering algorithm is directly used to show
the nodes with their feature vectors. Then a centre is
considered for each cluster to form a new set of clusters
by calculating the distance of each data point to its
nearest centre. When the feature vector tree is completely
made in the learning phase, the nearest cluster is detected
for each input of the tree in the testing phase. If its
distance to the nearest cluster is less than the threshold,
the input will be considered as normal behaviour and the
tree will be updated accordingly. However, if the distance
is greater than the threshold, the input will be considered
as abnormal behaviour. The detection percentage of this
method is 95%. In this method, only header features of
the packets are extracted for anomaly detection, so this
method couldn't be extended to detect the attacks on the
payload of packets.
Intrusion detection system based on data mining
technique [11] is another feature extraction based method.
This method performs the clustering by means of Support
Vector Machine algorithm (SVM) and is tested on NSLKDD99 which is improved version of KDD99. This
algorithm is one of the most successful clustering
techniques in data mining field. Weka 3.7 software is
used for data analyzing and Libsvm 1.5 for algorithm
implementation. In this method, 41 features of KDD99
are extracted from each data set sample.
The results of this method including normal model
learning time and detection percentage for different
kernel functions are shown in Table1.
Table 1. The results of intrusion detection system using data mining
technique
Kernel function type
Gaussian radial basis
Polynomial
Sigmoid

Model learning
time (sec)
77.01
3859.57
615.75

Attack detection
percent
98.57%
98.43%
73.09%

The results shown in Table 1 indicate that selection of
Gaussian radial basis function has the detection
percentage of 98.57% which can drastically decrease the
learning time. But in this method, features are extracted
only from the packets’ headers.
In the following section, our proposed method will be
explained. The aim of this method is to overcome the
disadvantages of the previous methods and to achieve
high detection accuracy and low false positive results.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In our method, 25 features are extracted from each
packet payload and header as are described in section A.
Then one class SVM algorithm [12] is run on these
features in two steps: learning and detection.
The learning step is run offline while the detection step
is run online. In section B, the offline step of the
algorithm and in section C, the online step is described.
A. Extracted Features of the Packets
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Since the packet payload anomaly detection is
considered in the proposed method, most of the features
are extracted from the payload of the packets and several
features are extracted from KDD99. These 25 features are
listed below:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

The number of non-printable characters, with
ASCII codes between 127 and 255. These
characters are seldom used in normal packets’
payload.
The number of small letters in the payload of
packets.
The number of control characters in the payload of
packets, with ASCII codes between 0 and 31
except 10 and 13. Normally the ratio of these
characters to the characters between 31 and 127
which are mostly used in payloads is small.
The number of uncommon characters in the
payload of packets such as $,{,},[,],/,|,\. These
characters are used in buffer overflow attacks.
A Feature that shows the probability of the packet
length normality according to the average length
of normal packets. The greater this feature is, the
more distance between URI length and normal
URI length. This feature is calculated as in (2).
p(1) 



2

1  u 

2

(2)

Where l is the URI length of the packet, σ is the URI
length deviation and μ is the average URI length of the
normal packets.
6.

7.
8.

9.

10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

The number of packet defragmentation. Since
attack packets are usually small and not broken
into pieces.
The ratio of the number of big letters to the total
number of characters in the payload of packets.
The ratio of the number of non-printable
characters to the total number of characters in the
payload of packets.
The ratio of the number of control characters to
the total number of characters in the payload of
packets.
The ratio of the number of numbers to the total
number of characters in the payload of packets.
The ratio of the number of small letters to the total
number of characters in the payload of packets.
The ratio of the number of uncommon characters
to the total number of characters in the payload of
packets.
The number of first type characters including
characters with ASCII codes from 32 to 128
except 127.
The number of second type characters including
characters with ASCII codes from 0 to 31and 127.
The ratio of first type characters to the total
number of characters in the payload of packets.
The ratio of second type characters to the total
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number of characters in the payload of packets.
17. The number of particular words or phrases that
appear in various attacks (especially XSS, SQL)
and some phrases in attacks’ packets’ payloads
such as the true equality of two same integer
numbers (1=1), the phrase of "union select"
(attacker retrieves table information by injecting
the phrase of "union select <rest of injected
query>"), the word of "user" (attacker tries the
username many times to guess the valid username),
the word of "exe" (attacker uses this word to
execute illegal queries on database), the word of
"convert" (an error message of illegal type
conversion occurs as a result of this attack
showing that the type of database is a SQLServer
and the string value is of type conversion), the
word of "shutdown" (attacker uses this word to
shutdown database) and sequentially occurrence of
one letter (attacker uses this method to overflow
the buffer) [13].
18. The urgent flag being set.
19. The value of checksum in TCP packet. This flag is
checked for identifying the damaged packets.
20. The size of packet header.
21. Total length of the IP packet.
22. The reset flag being set.
23. The finish flag being set.
24. The minimum value of the packet’s TTL. When a
stream is defragmented by an intruder, some
defrags have small TTL values and will be lost in
the network.
25. The standard deviation of character frequency in
the payload of packets.
Features 1 to 17 and Feature 25 are extracted from the
packets’ payloads and Features 18 to 24 are extracted
from the packets’ headers.
B. Offline Step
As mentioned earlier the learning phase of the
proposed algorithm is offline. In this section, 25 features
are extracted from the packets of the flow in the network
traffic, then one class SVM is trained with these features
to make the normal traffic model.
C. Online Step
To detect anomaly in the test traffic, features of each
input flow are extracted online and compared with the
model made in the offline step, according to the one class
SVM. If there is any deviation from the normal model, an
alert will be generated. This online procedure is repeated
for all of the traffic flows. The value of 0 or 1 is obtained
for each traffic flow by using different kernel functions. 0
shows that the flow is normal and 1 shows that the flow is
abnormal. If the selected kernel function is linear, the
normal or abnormal value is calculated in (3).

u'  v

(3)

Where u is the feature vector of the input traffic flow
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and v is the feature vector of the normal model. If the
selected kernel function is polynomial, the value is
calculated in (4).

(gamma  u ' v  coef 0)degree

(4)

Where gamma, coef0 and degree are the kernel
function parameters.
For the radial basis kernel function, (5) is used.
( gamma|u v|2)

e

(5)

If the kernel function is sigmoid, the value is calculated
in (6).
tanh (gamma u v+ coef0)

tanh (gamma  u  v  coef 0)

important, because this step is done offline and challenge
of anomaly detection in intrusion detection systems is in
online stage. In this research the online speed is improved
using parallel programming.
Table 2. Comparison between intrusion detection system using data
mining technique and proposed method
Methods

Kernel
function types

intrusion
detection
system using
data mining
technique

Gaussian
Radial Basis
Polynomial
Sigmoid

Proposed
method

Gaussian
Radial Basis
Polynomial
Sigmoid

Detection
accuracy
(percentage)
98.57%

Model
learning
time (sec)
77.01

98.43%
73.09%

3859.57
615.75

79.13%

360.21

77.34%
70.07%

363.95
364.93

(6)

Anomaly detection results will be different through the
use of each kind of kernel functions described above.
These results will be shown in the following section.

The proposed method is also compared with
spectrogram. Spectrogram method is reached to the
desired results for the payload based anomaly detection.
Therefore it is compared with proposed method from the
perspective of detection accuracy, false positive and
learning and detection time in Table 3.

IV. INCREASING DETECTION SPEED USING GPU AND
OPENMP LIBRARY

Table 3. Comparison between spectrogram and proposed method

In this research, the online step speed is increased by
the means of parallel programming using GPU with
multiple synchronized threads and OpenMp library.
Extracting features needs complex calculations, so it's
done by GPU. In the proposed method, extracted features
from the packets can be divided into two groups; in the
first group a certain string is looked for in the packets’
payloads whereas in the second group other features are
sought. The features of Group one will be extracted using
FPAC algorithm [14] running on GPU to speed up the
operation. But to extract the features of Group two, each
thread of GPU solely processes only one packet [15].
SVM algorithm is computed by OpenMp library which
uses all CPU cores for parallel calculations.

V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS METHODS
In this section the results of comparison between the
performance of the proposed method and two of previous
methods namely the spectrogram and the intrusion
detection system using data mining technique are shown.
The proposed method and the intrusion detection
system using data mining both use the same SVM
algorithm for intrusion detection. The results of detection
accuracy and learning time for different kernel functions
are shown in Table 2.
As shown in Table 2, the intrusion detection system
using data mining technique has higher detection
accuracy and lower learning time for Gaussian Radial
Basis function. But the learning time in the proposed
method is lower when the polynomial and the sigmoid
functions are used. The learning step speed is not very
Copyright © 2015 MECS

Methods

Detection
accuracy
(percentage)

False
positive
(percentage)

Detection
time
(sec)

Learning
time
(sec)

Spectrogram

88%

2%

3542.14

18549.73

Proposed
method

79.13%

4%

174.37

177.25

Although the spectrogram method has higher detection
accuracy and lower false positive, but its detection and
learning speed are very low. So this method is not
suitable for deployment in online IDS.

VI. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS
The file of Saturday 12/6/2010 with the size of 4.22
GB from ISCX data set which is normal traffic is used for
the learning step and the file of Sunday 13/6/2010 with
the size of 3.95 GB including attacks on packet payload is
used for the detection step. First of all, 25 features are
extracted from the normal file to construct the normal
traffic model. Then each flow of the detection phase is
checked online to detect the normality or abnormality.
The results on the tested traffic with 3.95 GB in size are
shown in Table 4, 5.
Speed of algorithm in the online phase for different
kernel functions of one class SVM is shown in Table 4
for both CPU and GPU usage. Since the learning phase of
the algorithm is offline, the learning time is not very
important and the speed of algorithm should be tested in
the detection step. As shown in Table 4, using GPU can
drastically increase the detection speed. The accuracy and
false positive results of the detection algorithm for
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different kernel functions are shown in Table 5.
According to Table 5, Gaussian radial basis function is
suitable to be used because of its higher detection rate
and lower false positive.
Table 4. Detection speed using CPU and GPU
Kernel function
type

Detection speed using
CPU (sec)

Detection speed
using GPU (sec)

Linear

4757.34

57.15

Polynomial

4359.48

55.30

Gaussian radial
basis function

4941.67

64.22

Sigmoid

2836.30

53.23

Detection accuracy
(percentage)

False positive
(percentage)

Linear

78.43%

9.70%

Polynomial

85.64%

11.52%

Gaussian radial
basis function

89.25%

8.60%

Sigmoid

87.43%

with detection speed of 64 second for spotting anomaly
caused by attacks on the packets’ payloads of the test
traffic. This method showed higher speed comparing to
some statistical based anomaly detection techniques. The
proposed method is employed to detect attacks on port 80,
but could be extended for other protocols such as FTP,
SMTP and Telnet as well.
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